Abstract-The majority of genetic algorithm applications in electromagnetic design have focused on optimization of device dimensions. This approach preconceives the final device shape. To facilitate the evolution of complex and creative designs through genetic algorithms, novel genomes and genetic operators may be required. One such approach is introduced for the evolution of patch antennas for dual-frequency operation.
I. INTRODUCTION Generating designs through genetic algorithms (GAs) has had much success in recent years [1] . The majority of design problems that are tackled with GAs place a heavy emphasis on the optimization of preconceived shapes through parametrization of device dimensions.
There are alternate ways of considering the mapping between the genome on which the GA operates and the actual device. Consider the design of 2D structures. Placing atoms in this 2D design space can lead to all possible designs of structures. The obvious direct mapping between genes and atoms would of course lead to an intractable genotypic search space. This fully general approach is not within our grasp anyway due to limitations in manufacturing technology. But if huge advances in complexity can be achieved by transforming the mapping between genotype and phenotype [2] , then perhaps other advantages can also be found through this approach.
II. EXAMPLE OF A NEW GENOME STRUCTURE An example of a new genome structure, based on a finite state machine (FSM), is described in this section. Let the design space be a 2D grid of cells. The FSM has 15 states, 7 inputs, and 15 actions (outputs) each corresponding to a different state. Actions 0-6 produce signaling "substances". Actions 7-14 create communication with neighbouring cells through sharing of substances. Outputs 0-1, also handle the appearance and disappearance of cells in the design. There is a decay of substances at each time step. Genes specify the state transition table, initial concentrations, as well as production and decay increments for each of the 7 substances. Actions occur due to multiple interactions involving neighbours and signals, in an iterative and parallel fashion. The size of the genome is fixed and independent of problem size. Once growth is complete, the phenotype is simulated to obtain a fitness score. The fitness value to be maximized is the absolute value of the maximum |S 11 | (dB) at 3.5 and 4.5GHz. The GA is steady-state, with replacement set to 0.1 and a population of 100. Crossover and mutation probabilities are set to 0.7, and 0.05 respectively. The GA is run over 100 generations. The costs associated with interpretation of the genome are insignificant compared to the cost of an electromagnetic simulation. Fig. 1 shows a design generated using the FSM-based genome. The average final fitness for the FSM approach was 8.47 (-8.47dB), versus 6.55 (-6.55dB) for the direct encoding.
A further test allowed for the removal of triangular sections of cells via signaling substances. Final fitness scores for FSM were now at 8.25. The direct approach of specifying each cell's triangle coordinates within the genome only yielded a fitness of 3.08. It is evident that the conventional approach was vulnerable to a more demanding search space.
In both cases, the novel genome structure competes well with direct mappings and holds promise for speeding up the evolution of high quality designs. Alternate structures will be investigated and full details will be given in the long version paper.
